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1: 21 Super Activities for Teaching Moon Phases - Teach Junkie
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

I hope these can help you teach phases of the moon for kids in meaningful ways! Moon Song â€” The moon is
what this entire song is about. Phases of the Moon Rap â€” Students will dig listening to this 3: It will go over
the moon phases and keep everyone tapping their toes right along. Students gravitate towards listening
intently! Here is a 3: Rock Version Phases of the Moon â€” Here is a 4 min. Moon Phase Printables for
Teachers source: Phases of the Moon Game â€” Take your lunar learning and turn it into a fun game of
Yahtzee! My Moon Book â€” Here is emergent reader with 2 versions that is perfect for first or second grade.
One is about the moon and the other is about the phases of the moon to print in black and white. I See the
Moon â€” Here is a 29 page mini-unit that is free. It contains a graphic organizer, phase cards and poster along
with a journal and craft. Creating Books About the Moon Source: Moon Phases Mini Book â€” Students write
words to describe the new moon, crescent moon, quarter moon and so on. Teaching Phases of the Moon
Source: Anchor Chart Moon â€” Use a diagram of the Earth, sun and moon to keep around for reference as
students work. Night Comes â€” Here is a poem that makes a great addition to learning about the phases of the
moon for kids. Jot down this poem onto a large chart paper to accompany your classroom physical science
displays. Chalk Art Moon Phases â€” Create a chalk art version to illustrate the moon using black construction
paper and white chalk. Paper Plate Moon Phases â€” Sandwich 8 circle pieces of paper cut into circles with a
handle in between 2 paper plates. Moon Phases Board â€” Put students in the place of the Earth so that they
can literally view the way the moon changes as it orbits the Earth. Oreo Cookie Moon Phases â€” Eating their
way through the phases of the moon in oreos just makes the perfect hook to get kids into learning science.
Online Resources for Moon Phases Source: Moon Phases Calendar â€” Here is a website resource that you
will love to show the moon phases in a calendar month to make observations and analyze patterns of the
phases. A great alternative to sending home a calendar for students to fill out. Students order and label in an
online interactive moon match game.
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2: Second Grade | Superkids Reading Program
CBN's Superbook Kids website is a safe place for your kids to play free online games, learn more about the Bible, and
grow in their faith! It's the place for kids to find out the latest info about the animation series featuring Chris, Joy, and
Gizmo.

For that crucial first stage of early reading ages , grades K-2 , though, it can be hard to find appropriate comic
book reading material. The appropriate range of choices for this specific age group and reading level is
actually pretty narrow, but it contains some fabulous picks. Toon Books Without a doubt, the best go-to option
for parents looking for quality comics for early readers is the many graphic novels from Toon Books. For early
readers they have a number of great offerings spread across two levels: They also publish books for later
stages like grades and beyond. The best part about Toon Books is the quality of the creative talent that Mouly
and Spiegelman have tapped. Think of these as a bridge between reading picture books and reading comics.
The varied offerings include lots of books about cute, anthropomorphic animals learning moral and
educational lessons. These cute, award-winning books are mostly wordless, sometimes using word balloons
that contain pictures instead of words. This is a great way of getting new readers into the flow of
readingâ€”especially comics readingâ€”without stumbling over word recognition. Since there are no words,
even pre-readers can pick these up. These are very innocent stories, completely devoid of violence or adult
themes. Runton is in the process of shifting to self-publishing the Owly books and you can learn about them
on his website he even has a lot of free PDFs you can download to sample. There is a pretty big library of
Owly books that are readily available in most comic shops, bookstores, or Amazon. Why not start at Volume
1? The books consist of short storiesâ€”mostly pages in lengthâ€”and the storytelling relies a lot on visual
gags so the word count is pretty low and non-intimidating. You may be able to find some random back issues
at certain comic shops, but since the series has ended, your best bet will be the trade paperback collections like
Tiny Titans Vol. Welcome to the Treehouse. As you might be able to surmise, the Nursery Rhyme collection
skews a little younger, but both are perfect choices for this reading level. Kids will recognize most of the
stories here, but they do mix things up with a couple of obscure selections in each. The fairy tales are certainly
no more disturbing than any Grimm fairy tale you read when you were young. Both books should be pretty
easy to find wherever books are sold. This will pretty much be the case with the rest of the items on this list,
but I point it out because navigating the architecture of some comic pages can be intimidating for some
readers. As of this writing, the 9th issue of the series was just released, so most comic book shops should at
least have the recent issues in stock. You can start with any issue as they are mostly self-contained stories.
Uncle Scrooge Why not start them with the classics? Unlike a lot of comics from that era, though, they hold
up really well and will still get laughs out of kids today. These would inspire the popular Duck Tales animated
series of the s. Fantagraphics has put out many collected volumes of the classic Uncle Scrooge comics. Most
public libraries are bound to have an Uncle Scrooge book or two on their shelves if you want to sample them
that way. Otherwise, her world is not much different from our own and Hilda is not much different from any
other girl her age. That realism amidst the fantasy world she exists in is what makes this series so enjoyable
for kids boys and girls alike. Pearson has a wonderful, European sensibility to his cartooning, which matches
the vaguely Northern European setting of the stories and makes these books a delight to read. Both writer and
artist are familiar names in the comics world. Son of a Genius. Abigail and the Snowman Abigail and the
Snowman is published by Boom! Studios and written and drawn by Roger Langridge most recently known for
his spectacular run on the Muppet Show comics. There are some government agents chasing Claude but the
danger here is not too scary. This is a four-issue limited series that is still in the midst of its run as this is being
written. The fourth issue is yet to be released, but most bigger comic shops may still have the first three issues.
Like any group of friends, they tend to bicker and tease each other while also accepting their idiosyncrasies.
This can be easily read by most new readers, but the sense of humorâ€”the books are translated from
Frenchâ€”may be too subtle and low-key for some kids.
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3: Popular Superhero Novels Books
The Super Songbook For Kids contains a collection of 37 favorite children's songs including nursery rhymes, campfire
songs, silly songs, and folk tunes. Clearly presented in easy-to-play musical arrangements for piano, voice, and guitar,
the book also includes vibrant full-color illustrations!

4: Second Grade | Superkids Reading Program
Kids' Songs - Super Easy Songbook and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter your
mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

5: Superbook Kids Website - Free Online Games - Bible-Based Internet Games for Kids
The Super Songbook For Kids contains a collection of 37 favorite children's songs including nursery rhymes, campfire
songs, silly songs, and folk tunes.

6: Buy Books For Emotional Children-Special ADHD Books For Kids
Watch Superbook full episodes from the Emmy nominated animated series on CBN's Superbook Kids website! Our site
is a safe place for kids to play free and fun online games, interactive learning games, Bible games, to learn more about
the Bible, and grow in their faith!

7: Create Your Own Super Hero | Marvel HQ
Easy-to-play arrangements of children's songs. This series features accessible arrangements for piano, with simple
right-hand melody, letter names inside each note, and basic left-hand chord diagrams. This edition includes 60 songs for
kids: Animal Crackers in My Soup â€¢ "C" Is for Cookie.

8: Best Superhero Books for Kids
Superhero books for pre-school to early elementary school aged kids. Score A book's total score is based on multiple
factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book.

9: Watch Superbook Full Episodes for Free
Kids songs, nursery rhymes, and more! Learn and explore through song and movement with Super Simple Songs! Our
team of educators has created some of the most.
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